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 Examples of verbs serving as Process in relational clauses: 

 

Type: Intensive attributive identifying 

neutral be, feel be 

phase: time become, remain 

turn (into), grow (into); get, go, 

fall, run; stay (as); keep 

become, remain 

turn into, grow into 

phase: appearance seem, appear, qualify as, turn out, 

end up (as) 

seem (+ superlative) 

phase: sense, 

perception 

look, sound, smell, feel, taste (like)  

measure weigh, cost, measure  

quality [process/attribute:] seem, appear 

[‘be apparent’]; matter, count [‘be 

important’], apply [‘be relevant’], 

figure [‘be sensible’], suffice [‘be 

enough’], abound [‘be plentiful’], 

differ, vary [‘be different’], 

dominate [‘be dominant’], do [‘be 

acceptable, enough’]; hurt, ache 

[‘be painful’]; stink, smell [‘be 

smelly’]; reek, drip, ooze [‘be 

over-full’]; suck, stink [‘be awful’] 

 

role  play, act as, function as, serve as 

sign  mean, indicate, suggest, imply, 

show, betoken, mark, reflect 

equation  equal, add up to, make 

kind/part  comprise, feature, include 

significance  represent, constitute, form 

example  exemplify, illustrate 

symbol  express, signify, realise, spell, 

stand for, mean 

assignment: neutral make; 

[process/attribute:] ensure, 

guarantee [‘make it certain 

that...’], prove, confirm 
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assignment: 

elaborating 

 elect, choose (as), dub; name, 

christen, term; spell, pronounce 

assignment: 

projection 

think, consider; wish, want; prove think, consider; prove; call, 

declare 

   

Type: Circumstantial attributive identifying 

spatio-temporal last, take, date (from); range 

(from...to); run 

greet, predate, anticipate, 

co-occur with; take up, follow, 

precede; cross, surround, circle, 

surround, enclose, cover, crown, 

span, overhang, extend over, 

permeate, dominate, support, 

face, parallel, overlook, inhabit 

comparative become, suit resemble, match, fit; exceed, 

outnumber 

causal: reason  bring about, cause, lead to, 

produce; arise from 

causal: concession  conflict with, contradict, 

contravene, preclude, prevent 

causal: condition depend on, hinge on condition 

matter concern, is concerned with, deal 

with, treat of, go into 

cover, touch upon, take up, 

discuss, expound on 

   

Type: Possessive attributive identifying 

neutral have; belong to possess 

ownership lack, need, deserve own 

feature feature, boast, sport, star  

containment contain, house, include, exclude, 

involve 

comprise, consist of 

benefaction  provide (sb with sth), afford (sb 

sth); owe (sb sth) 

 

(From: Halliday, M.A.K. & Matthiessen, C.M.I.M., 2004, An Introduction to Functional Grammar, London: Hodder Arnold) 


